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NEW QUESTION: 1
How do you change permission on a file so the owner can modify
it, the owner's group can read it, and all other users can
execute it? Select TWO.
A. chmod file a=w,u=r,o+x
B. chmod file u+x,g+r,o+w file
C. chmod file 745 file
D. chmod file 754 file
E. chmod file u+rw,g+r,o+xr file
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Enable specifically at the network edge &gt;STP Manually prune
unused VLANs &gt;Trunks Use specifically on fiber-optic
interconnections that link switches &gt;UDLD Ensure that an
individual link failure will not result in an STP failure
&gt;Etherchannel Always use a number of links that is a power
of 2 (2, 4, 8) to optimize the load balancing of traffic&gt;
VSS

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an entity that has two activated business process
flows named BPF1 and BPFZ A user starts a process by using
BPF1, but then discovers that BPF2 must be used. What should
you tell the user?
A. Ownership of the records created in BPF1 will be assigned to
the system when you switch to BPF2.
B. If you switch to BPF2, the stages from BPF2 will be
retained.
C. If you can access BPF1 and BPF2, you can switch between them
at any time.
D. The data entered while using BPF1 will be lost when you
switch to BPF2.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D
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C
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